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The Abbreviations, annotations and conventions used in the detailed Mark Scheme are:
Mark

Description
?
BOD
C

HIL

Highlight

Possible Use
Relevance? Where something is accurate but is of limited or
no relevance to the question.
Benefit of the doubt
Cross credit
Highlight – use this where the candidate has written additional
material in another part of script. Highlight where additional
material is to go in main answer and also highlight additional
material to show that you have seen and marked it.

Tick 1

AO1

Tick 2

AO1

Tick 3

AO1

^

Omission mark

1
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Mark Scheme

Option 1: Athens
Section A
Question
Answer
Number
Farmer – Demeter
1
Hunter – Artemis
Lover – Aphrodite
Partygoer – Dionysos
Sailor – Poseidon
Soldier – Ares
Trader – Hermes

Max
Mark

One mark for each god/goddess correctly identified.
2
a
b
c
d
e

[7]

A
D
B
A (accept C)
B
One mark for each response correctly identified.
If a candidate has chosen more than one response per question, they should be given 0 (with the exception of question
2(d) where if they have put both A and C they should be awarded the mark, any other combination of letters should be
marked 0).

3

June 2011

[5]

exercise – paidotribes
music – kitharistes
reading, writing, arithmetic and literature – grammatistes
One mark for each teacher correctly identified.

[3]

2
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Mark Scheme

Option 1: Athens
Section A
Question
Answer
Number
The correct order is as follows:
4

June 2011

Max
Mark

Grand procession and sacrifice of animals to Dionysos
All the tax paid to Athens by its allies was displayed in the theatre
The tragedies and comedies are performed
Judging of the plays
This gives the following sequence of numbers:
3
2
5
4
One mark for each stage in the correct place (e.g. if the sequence is 3, 2, 5,4 award four marks, if it is 2, 3, 5, 4, award
two as stages 4 and 5 are in the correct place). Where none of the stages are in the correct place, award one mark for
each instance in which a stage, though not in the correct place, is immediately followed by the next stage in the
sequence (e.g 5, 4, 2, 3 – all stages are in the wrong place, but the candidate has correctly identified that the ‘Grand
procession and sacrifice of animals to Dionysos’ is immediately followed by ‘All the tax paid to Athens by its allies was
displayed in the theatre’).
5

[4]

andron – room where the dinner-party was held
kyria – wife of the host of the dinner-party
kyrios – host of the dinner-party
One mark for each term correctly matched to its meaning.

3

[3]
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Option 1: Athens
Section A
Question
Answer
Number
allowed you to meet future marriage partners for your children
6
could improve your family business
helped to make political connections
was a good place to show off your wealth
was an occasion to talk about philosophy

Max
Mark

One mark for each correct reason.
Candidates cannot be credited for trying to increase their chances of successful choice by choosing a greater number of
answers than that required. Essentially, each additional (beyond the number of responses required) wrong answer
cancels out one right answer.
If candidates have ticked all boxes they should be given 0.
7

[5]

choose a husband for his daughter
earn money for the household
oversee the farm
One mark for each correct activity.
Candidates cannot be credited for trying to increase their chances of successful choice by choosing a greater number of
answers than that required. Essentially, each additional (beyond the number of responses required) wrong answer
cancels out one right answer.
If candidates have ticked all boxes they should be given 0.

[3]

Total:

30

4
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Option 1: Athens
Section B
Question
Answer
Number
8
(a)
Which goddess is shown in the picture? How can you tell? Answer in detail

June 2011

Max Mark

The goddess shown is Athene. (If the goddess is not identified as Athene answer should not be credited above the
‘sound’ band).
Responses should identify features from the picture that show us that this is Athene and interpret why the chosen
features tell us this. Do not credit features that are not shown.
Identifying features:

shield

helmet

spear

aegis

Gorgon’s head.
Candidates may give a wide range of identifying features or may discuss several features in more detail. The may
explain that the armour/spear show the goddess is Athene because they represent that she is goddess of strategy in
warfare. They may discuss the Medusa story as explanation of why the gorgon’s head shows that the goddess is
Athene. Credit sensible analysis and award marks according to the marking grids. (A list of features with no detail
should not be credited above the ‘sound’ band).
Credit sensible analysis and award marks according to the marking grids. (A list of features with no detail should not be
credited above the ‘sound’ band).

5

[5]
AO3
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Option 1: Athens
Section B
Question
Number
(b)
What were the responsibilities of this goddess?

Answer
Max Mark

Accept any reasonable responsibilities associated with Athene:

founder of Athens

tactical warfare

weaving

handicrafts

wisdom.
Candidates may present a range of responsibilities or may give greater detail about several responsibilities. Either
approach is valid. Credit in line with the marking grid.
(c)

(a)

[5]
AO1

Explain how the Athenians worshipped this goddess at the Panathenaia.
Detailed explanation based on the following aspects of the Panathenaia.

grand procession through Athens towards the Acropolis and temple Athene

at the end of this, a new peplos was presented to the statue of Athene on the Acropolis

inter-deme competitions

sacrifice of the animals to Athene which had been part of the procession

great feast of sacrificial meat.
Candidates may explain several aspects in more detail or may cover a greater range of aspects more briefly. Either
approach is acceptable and should be credited in line with the marking grids.

9

June 2011

[5]
AO2

What did tragic actors, such as the ones in the picture, wear?
Items that tragic actors wore:

flowing robes

patterned robes

special boots

heavy/stiff robes

masks.
Answers may list the range of different items that they wore or may go into more detail on several of the items.

6

[5]
AO1
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Option 1: Athens
Section B
Question
Answer
Number
(b)
Explain how their costumes and masks contributed to their performance on stage.

June 2011

Max Mark

Answers should explain how costumes and masks contributed to performance. They did this in several ways:
Masks

identification of character at a distance as facial features and expressions exaggerated

ability to disguise men as women

explanation based on enhanced acoustics with protruding mouth used to amplify voice should be credited, (though
this theory has been largely discredited).

credit ways in which mask might inhibit performance, e.g. by impeding movement, by covering face and so
preventing facial expression showing emotion.
Costume

identification of character through set clothing and bold patterns and colours where appropriate

movement enhanced by flowing robes, or inhibited by stiff ones

ability to disguise men as women

realism of plot

credit explanation based on comic effect as candidates may have taken question (b) to include comic as well as
tragic actors.
Accept reasonable explanation based on aspects of costumes and/or masks. If an answer discusses only costumes or
masks, it should not be credited above the ‘sound’ level.

7

[5]
AO2
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Option 1: Athens
Section B
Question
Answer
Number
(c)
Imagine you are an Athenian. Would you rather have watched a tragedy or a comedy? Explain your choice.

June 2011

Max Mark

Candidates might approach this question in a variety of ways.
They might consider:

scenery

costumes

acting styles

song and dance

use of the chorus

political aspects
Alternatively they might consider the differences in plotline between the comic/sexual plots of comedy with the content of
a typical tragedy. Accept any reasonable argument based on aspects of drama. Some candidates may consider both
sides and compare tragedy and comedy while others may explain their preference for one only. Either approach is
acceptable, mark in line with the marking grids.
Answers must be based on an Athenian perspective – where candidates merely give a personal response that is not
rooted in the ancient world they should not be credited above the ‘some’ level.

8

[5]
AO3
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Option 1: Athens
Section B
Question
Answer
Number
10
(a)
What happened to an animal throughout a sacrifice?

June 2011

Max Mark

Description of the following:
Preparations

The animal was taken from market and led through the streets.

Ribbons were put on the head and the horns were painted

Water was poured on the animal’s head, causing it to nod
Killing

The animal was then hit to stun it

The animal’s throat was cut to kill it
Treatment of animal after death

The thigh bones were burnt

The entrails were examined

The rest of the meat was shared out among all the participants.
Candidates may list a range of different things that happened to the animal or go into more detail on several aspects.
For ‘thorough’ the response should include some aspect of preparations, the process of killing and what happened after
the animal was dead.

9

[5]
AO1
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Option 1: Athens
Section B
Question
Number
(b)
Explain the role of the participants at a sacrifice.

June 2011

Answer
Max Mark

Responses may mention some of the following participants and roles.

priest – poured water on animal’s head, prayed and cut the animal’s throat

maiden – carried basket full of barley grain

flute player – played throughout the ceremony

attendant – to stun the animal

the mantis – to read the entrails

spectators – shared in the meat

all participants – scattering barley.
Candidates may explain the role of a range of participants more briefly or may discuss several in more detail. Either
approach is valid, but there must be explanation and not just a list. Where candidates discuss participants in general and
do not explain the roles of specific participants do not award marks above the ‘limited’ level. Credit answers in line with
the marking grids.
(c)

[5]
AO2

Explain why sacrifices were important to the Athenians.
Accept any reasonable opinion about why sacrifices were important to the Athenians based on any of the following:

Means of ensuring the goodwill of the gods

Opportunity to ask for a favour or blessing from the gods

Chance to divine the will of the gods

Unified the state

Provided an opportunity to eat meat in a society where it was not regularly available.
Total:

10

[5]
AO3
[30]
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Option 2: Rome
Section A
Question
Number
Charioteer - Neptune
11
Farmer – Ceres
Hunter – Diana
Lover – Venus
Soldier – Mars
Traveller – Mercury
Woman about to marry – Juno

Answer

One mark for each god/goddess correctly identified.
12

First Course – Olives
Second Course - Meat, Vegetables
Third Course – Fruit, nuts
[5]

A
D
A
B
One mark for each response correctly identified.
If a candidate has chosen more than one response per question, they should be given 0.

14

Max Mark

[7]

One mark for each food item matched to the correct course.
13
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[4]

carceres – starting cages
Circus Maximus – stadium for chariot-racing
metae- turning posts
spina – long central barrier
One mark for each term correctly matched to its meaning.

11

[4]
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Option 2: Rome
Section A
Question
Number
men and women could sit together
15
the races were exciting to watch
there were different teams to support
you could bet on the results of the races

June 2011

Max Mark

Answer

One mark for each correct reason.
Candidates cannot be credited for trying to increase their chances of successful choice by choosing a greater number
of answers than that required. Essentially, each additional (beyond the number of responses required) wrong answer
cancels out one right answer.
If candidates have ticked all boxes they should be given 0.
16

Blues
Reds
Accept ‘Golds’ – (though not a team colour as such during the empire it was used on occasion).
One mark for each colour correctly identified. Award a maximum of two marks.
Candidates cannot be credited for trying to increase their chances of successful choice by choosing all the answers. If
candidates have circled all the colours they should be given 0. If they have circled 2 colours plus ‘yellows’ they should
be awarded 1 mark.

17

[4]

[2]

educate her daughter
manage the household
manage the spinning and weaving
oversee the work of her slaves
One mark for each correct activity.
Candidates cannot be credited for trying to increase their chances of successful choice by choosing a greater number
of answers than that required. Essentially, each additional (beyond the number of responses required) wrong answer
cancels out one right answer.
If candidates have ticked all boxes they should be given 0.
Total:

12

[4]
[30]

A351/01
Section B
Question
Number
18
(a)

Mark Scheme

Answer

June 2011
Max Mark

The following is indicative content only and examiners are reminded that they should credit any accurate
points that address the question.
Which goddess is shown in the picture? How can you tell? Answer in detail.
The goddess shown is Minerva. (If the goddess is not identified as Minerva answer should not be credited above the
‘sound’ band. Do not credit identification as Athene, but if candidate says Minerva (Athene) Athene/Minerva or similar
this is acceptable).
Responses should identify features from the picture that show us that this is Minerva and interpret why the chosen
features tell us this. Do not credit features that are not shown.
Identifying features:

helmet

owl

aegis

Gorgon’s head.
Candidates may give a wide range of identifying features or may discuss several features in more detail. They may
explain that the helmet shows the goddess is Minerva because the helmet represents that she is goddess of strategy in
warfare. Do not credit the explanation that she is shown with the owl because she is the goddess of wisdom – the owl
should be credited as an identifying feature but is associated with wisdom because of its association with Athene and
Minerva, not vice versa). Candidates may discuss that symbols associated with Athene became associated with
Minerva.
Credit sensible analysis and award marks according to the marking grids. (A list of features with no detail should not be
credited above the ‘sound’ band).

13

[5]
AO3
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Section B
Question
Number
(b)

Answer

June 2011
Max Mark

What were the responsibilities of this goddess?
Accept any reasonable responsibilities associated with Minerva:

Warfare – helping people in battle, watching over battlefields, tactics in a battle, campaign or war.

Wisdom – learning and ideas,

Domestic crafts such as working wool, weaving, spinning, making clothes for the family.
Candidates may present a range of responsibilities or may give greater detail about several responsibilities. Either
approach is valid. Credit in line with the marking grid.

(c)

[5]
AO1

Explain how the gods and goddesses were worshipped within a Roman household.
Answers should include detailed explanation based on the roles and duties of the paterfamilias as the religious head of
the family. These included:

gathering the family each morning at the family shrine

worship of the spirits of the family’s ancestors, the Lares

worship of the Penates before a meal

making offerings to the correct gods at important rites of passage.
Candidates may explain several aspects in more detail or may cover a greater range of aspects more briefly. Either
approach is acceptable and should be credited in line with the marking grids.

14

[5]
AO2
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Section B
Question
Number
19
(a)

Answer

Max Mark

What jobs did slaves such as the ones in the picture do in a Roman household?













Shopping
Serving during a dinner
Weaving
Fetch Water
Accompany the master
Gratifying sexual needs of their owners
Supervise the children’s education
Farm
Cooking
Cleaning
Hairdressing
Working in the master’s business.

Candidates may list a range of jobs or may give a more detailed account of several jobs.
(b)

June 2011

[5]
AO1

Explain how people became slaves in Roman society.
Responses should explain whichever ways of becoming a slave they choose to discuss.
Candidates may explain that people were:

Born in to slavery and so legally a slave and property of parents’ owner.

Captured in war and passed into ownership of captor

Captured and sold by pirates or brigands.
Accept debt as a means by which people might fall into slavery.
Accept the explanation that some criminals might be sentenced to work as slaves as gladiators or in the mines.
Credit any other reasonable explanation based on a correct way in which people became slaves. Where responses
consist only of a list with no explanation do not credit above ‘some’ level.

15

[5]
AO2
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(c)
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Answer

June 2011
Max Mark

Why do you think slaves were important for the Romans?
Candidates may approach this question in a number of ways.
Answers will probably comment on the range of duties a slave might be expected to perform but should discuss the
importance of these to the Romans and not simply list tasks. A list of tasks should not be credited above ‘limited’.
Better answers will consider the wider importance of slavery such as:

Slaves might enhance the household’s image and status

Might offer a degree of self-sufficiency and provide more free time

Slaves might have special skills.
Some responses may interpret the question as meaning ‘the Roman people’ or ‘Rome’ and so discuss state slaves or
the contribution of slavery to the success/wealth of Rome. This is an acceptable interpretation and answers that take
this approach should be credited in line with the marking grids.

20

(a)

[5]
AO3

What equipment, such as that in the picture, was used for reading and writing in a Roman school?
Tabulae – wooden tablets with wax on them, several of these could be bound together into a booklet.
Stilus – thin stick of metal of bone with one pointy end one flat end
Inkwell
Ink – this was usually made of soot
Pen for using with ink
Scroll – roll of papyrus
Candidates may give list a range of equipment or may give more detail about several pieces of equipment.
[5]
AO1

Latin names are not required for full marks

16
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Answer
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Max Mark

Explain how this equipment was used in a Roman school.
Tabulae and stilus were used for writing – the wooden tablets covered with a thin film of wax, this was written on by
pressing into the wax with the pointy end of the stylus to inscribe letters. These could be erased by scraping the flat end
of the stilus over the wax to flatten it out again, meaning the tablets could be used again.
The inkwell, ink and pen were used for writing, with the pen being dipped into the ink and then letters written on the
papyrus. Unlike the letters written on the wax tabulae these letters could not be erased so students would not be likely
to use these to practice letters.
Written papyri would also be used to practise reading.
If a candidate has included explanation of how equipment was used in (a) and not in (b) please credit under (b). Please
indicate this by using ‘C’ symbol (see list of annotations) and marking section to be cross credited with this symbol.

(c)

Imagine that you are a Roman boy. Do you enjoy your lessons with the grammaticus? Give reasons for your
answer.
Answers might consider what was taught and how it was taught.
The Grammaticus covered:

learning of Latin and Greek literature

reciting passages

comment on grammar, figures of speech, use of mythology
As for enjoyment, look for some understanding of the following:

classroom environment

teaching methods

content of lessons

relevance for later life.
Candidates may argue that they did not enjoy the lessons, which is an acceptable approach if based on what was taught
by the grammaticus. They may also approach this question by comparing a boy’s education with a girl’s (arguing for
example that they enjoy/ don’t enjoy their lessons as they go out to school unlike girls who stay home).
If candidates discuss other stages of education than that provided by the grammaticus these should not be credited
unless these are used to make a comparison with the grammaticus.

17

[5]
AO2
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Max Mark

Answer
Answers must be based on a Roman perspective – where candidates merely give a personal response that is not rooted
in the ancient world they should not be credited above the ‘some’ level.
Total:

18

[5]
AO3
[30]
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Marking grids for GCSE Classical Civilisation, Unit A351, A352 and A353
Source based (Section B in Foundation, Section A in Higher)
AO1
Recall, select and organise relevant knowledge of literature
and its contexts and/or of society and values of the classical
world.

Thorough

5
Demonstrates thorough knowledge based on a full range of relevant
factual information and evidence.
Gives a detailed overview.
Text is legible and spelling, grammar and punctuation are accurate.
Meaning is communicated clearly.

Sound

4

3

2

Thorough evaluation with detailed
analysis of evidence.
Answers construct an informed
personal response to the question.

Demonstrates sound
understanding of evidence with
explanation.

Demonstrates some
understanding of evidence with
some explanation.

2

Demonstrates limited relevant knowledge and information.
Text is sometimes illegible and there are mistakes in spelling, grammar
and punctuation, which sometimes hinder communication.

Minimal/
None

Demonstrates thorough
understanding of evidence with
clear and detailed explanation.

3

Demonstrates some relevant knowledge based on a range of factual
information and evidence.
Gives a partial overview.
Text is legible. There are mistakes in spelling, grammar and punctuation
however meaning is still communicated clearly for most of the answer.

Limited

AO3
Interpret, evaluate and respond
to literature and its contexts
and/or of society and values of
the classical world.

4

Demonstrates sound knowledge based on a range of relevant factual
information and evidence.
Gives a sound overview.
Text is legible and spelling, grammar and punctuation are mostly accurate.
Meaning is communicated clearly.

Some

AO2
Demonstrate an
understanding of literature
and its contexts and/or of
society and values of the
classical world.
5

0-1

Demonstrates limited
understanding of evidence.

0-1

Demonstrates minimal or no relevant knowledge.
Text is often illegible. Frequent mistakes in spelling, grammar and
punctuation impede communication of meaning.

19

Demonstrates minimal or no
understanding of evidence.

5

4
Sound evaluation with analysis of
evidence.
Answers offer a personal response to
the question.

3
Some evaluation with some analysis
of evidence.
Answers offer a personal response to
some of the question.

2
Limited evaluation and analysis of
the evidence.
Answers offer a personal response at
a limited level.

0-1
Minimal or no evaluation of the
evidence.
Answers offer a minimal personal
response, or no response.
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